In this article we described CoLiTec software for full automated frames processing. CoLiTec software allows processing the Big Data of observation results as well as processing of data that is continuously formed during observation. The scope of solving tasks includes frames brightness equalization, moving objects detection, astrometry, photometry, etc. Along with the high efficiency of Big Data processing CoLiTec software also ensures high accuracy of data measurements. A comparative analysis of the functional characteristics and positional accuracy was performed between CoLiTec and Astrometrica software. The benefits of CoLiTec used with wide field and low quality frames were observed. The efficiency of the CoLiTec software was proved by about 700.000 observations and over 1.500 preliminary discoveries.
Introduction
The problem of asteroids and comets hazard is very actual and important now. That is why the surveys with automatic results processing are necessary for the most effective observations. During last few years a new generation of high productive telescopes and observatories has been grown significantly. This leads to the problem of efficient scientific exploitation of massive data sets, that can be a ground for the new research . Big Data requires the new computational methods for high efficiency data processing. Based on these methods some new software should be developed.
So, for the most effective astronomical observations with using of all advantages of Big Data the software with automated processing is necessary. For example, the CoLiTec software (Savanevych, 2012) allows Big Data processing in real time with archiving the multiply goals during single processing run, http://www.neoastrosoft.com.
CoLiTec software
CoLiTec project covers all possible tasks for automated frames processing , . This includes frames brightness equalization, moving objects detection, astrometry, photometry, etc. The CoLiTec software has abilities for detecting very slow and very fast objects . The range of visible velocities of These features substantiate CoLiTec software as effective complex solution at the different observatories in the world .
The especially significant part of CoLiTec software is the On-line Data Analysis System (OLDAS). It processes frames as soon as they are successfully uploaded on the server. This technique allows to greatly speed up processing and provides user immediate notification of emerging issues. OLDAS provides capabilities of the near real-time processing in the wide range of Big Data. For example, data sets of frames can be used for real-time full frame photometry. As a result of processing, the light curves of variable stars will be created and visualized on our server. Some other features are the estimation of the objects position (intraframe processing), moving objects detection (interframe processing) and confirmation of the most interesting objects at the night of their preliminary discovery.
Full reliability of the moving objects detection is retained up to the lower limit of SNR equal to 3 units in case of a minimum series consisting of four frames .
Moving objects detection on the series of CCD-frames is performed in two stages. The first one is the intraframe processing that allows estimating the objects positions at fixed times, cosmetic processing, frames alignment and brightness equalization.
The second stage of the moving objects detection is the interframe processing that allows detecting and estimating objects trajectories. Preliminary objects detection is based on the accumulation of statistics that are proportional to the signals energy along possible object's motion path. To perform such accumulation the multivalued transformation of the objects coordinates is used. It equals to the Hough space-time transformation (Savanevych, 2012) .
CoLiTec software -detection of the near-zero apparent motion 
Detection of the near-zero apparent motion
The computational method for detection of the object's near-zero apparent motion on the series of CCD-frames (Khlamov, 2016) was implemented to CoLiTec software for automated asteroids and comets discoveries. It is based on checking the statistical significance of the factor of speed of the object's apparent motion on the series of measurements. This significance is checked by the two criteria. For coordinate-wise decision rules we use the Student's t-test and for XY-wise decision rule-F-test. To use all of synthesized decision rules the parameters of the object's apparent motion should be previously estimated as well as the interpolated coordinates on the frames should be determined.
After complex testing of the developed computational method for detection of the object's near-zero apparent motion it was embedded to the block of the interframe processing of the CoLiTec software.
Using the CoLiTec software and the proposed embedded computational method, the comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) (MPC, 2013)-long-period sungrazing comet was discovered, which at the time of discovery was the object with near-zero apparent motion (Fig. 1) .
During 26 minutes of observation on series of 4 frames ISON comet's image was shifted on 3 pixels with own size of image of 5 pixels (Nevski, 2013) (Fig. 2) .
Comparative analysis between CoLiTec and Astrometrica software
A comparative analysis of the functional characteristics and positional accuracy was performed between CoLiTec and Astrometrica software (Raab, 2012) . This comparison was performed on the same set of test CCD-frames.
19 series with 4 frames in each were used for comparative analysis of the accuracy. The preliminary analysis included processing of 36 series of frames. However, the frames of the rest series have not received reliable identification with used star catalog.
Also some frames with significant disruptions in the daily conduct and frames taken at very high winds were excluded. All the frames were made at the observatory ISON-NM (MPC code -H15) (Elenin, 2013) from March 4, 2014 to March 30, 2014 by 0,4-m telescope SANTEL-400 with CCD-matrix FLI ML09000-65 (3056 x 3056 pixels, pixel size is 12 microns). Exposition time is 150 sec.
The positions of objects, which measurements are present in the archive MPCAT-OBS, were used. All measurements were processed by CoLiTec software (version 1.4.11.1 Autumn-2014) and Astrometrica (version 4.8.2.405) CoLiTec software made 253 measurements more than Astrometrica software. For these measurements Astrometrica software returned "Centroid=-1" (indication of impossible to guarantee reliable measurement of the position of object). Some reasons of this are attempts to measure the position of blurred objects or faint objects involved with a brighter star. More than half of them have SNR<3.5.
The limits for reliable positional CCD-measurements using the CoLiTec software are wider than those of the Astrometrica software and the extension corresponds to the area of extremely low SNR. As a result, the objects that cannot be noticed by eyes are found. In case of low signal to noise ratios, the standard deviation of positional CCDmeasurements using the Astrometrica software is 30 -50 % greater than that of the CoLiTec software.
The region of small SNR is valuable because everything new lies in it. At SNR>6, average deviations of CoLiTec and Astrometrica software are approximately the same in general case. CoLiTec software has the less frequency of critical values in deviations of both equatorial coordinates. So, the comparative analysis of the functional characteristics and positional accuracy showed the benefits of CoLiTec used with wide field and low quality frames .
Conclusions
During last years CoLiTec project has been continuously improving computational methods and principles for solving the problem of the efficient scientific exploitation of Big Data .
This allowed CoLiTec software ) made over 1.500 preliminary discoveries of asteroids, including 5 NEO, 21 Trojan asteroids of Jupiter and 1 Centaur. It has been used in about 700 000 observations, during which four comets (C/2010 X1 (Elenin), P/2011 NO1 (Elenin), C/2012 S1 (ISON), P/2013 V3 (Nevski)) were discovered.
The comparative analysis of the accuracy was performed between the CoLiTec and Astrometrica software. The analysis showed the benefits of the CoLiTec software used for astrometry and photometry of asteroids in relation with Astrometrica using .
